30    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
tenements unquestionably aggravated tempers and the general
mood of defeat* Relief recipients in their constant search for
cheaper quarters tended to move oftener than did others,
though in so far as possible they clung to the old familiar
neighborhood*
Yet jobless men and their families often kept to themselves
—shabbily dressed children hiding from visitors, adults sul-
lenly refusing hospitality from still employed friends because
of the hardship of repaying an evening at cards over sand-
wiches and coffee* The more sensitive just wanted to be let
alone* In this way contact between the haves and have-nots,
along with the old comradeship of American life in fat times
and lean, tended through pride to be broken.* Some families,
determined to keep up appearances at all costs, went their
accustomed pace until disaster broke their spirit; others ar-
rived at the same pass from a carefree outlook upon life or
from unwillingness to lower certain standards of living. Still
others battled the Depression with resourcefulness and pluck,
sometimes making a game of penny pinching and savoring to
the full their rare extravagances in recreation*
Within the family circle were likely to dwell such specters
as unpaid bills, sickness, need of eye and dental care, loss of
a nest egg for youth's education or age's security. Such cum-
ulative worries often warped normal relations in the home,
causing hitherto loyal wives to scold job-seeking husbands re-
turning late for meals, or hurl the taunt—picked up all too
easily from lips of the affluent—that "anybody can find
work if he wants it*" The discredited breadwinner was apt
to lose his spunk, the household its initiative* With old work
habits gone and laziness no longer grounds for reproach the
family often stayed up late listening aimlessly to the radio
* Among two hundred workless families questioned in New Haven, two
thirds in former days had practised neighborly visiting, hut now only a little
more than a quarter continued the habit, while participation in parties fell from
twenty per cent to three. E. W. Bakke, Citizens without Work (New Haven,
1940), 7-8. For a similar report, see Lilian Brandt, An Impressionistic View of
the Winter of 1930-1931 in New York City (R Y., 1932), 16-17,

